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Abstract
We introduce an agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC) framework which is generic,
efficient and effective. Our approach embeds a sub-family of Lance-Williams (LW) clusterings and relies on inner-products instead of squared Euclidean distances. We carry
out a constrained bottom-up merging procedure on a sparsified normalized inner-product
matrix. Our method is named SNK-AHC for Sparsified Normalized Kernel matrix based
AHC. SNK-AHC is more scalable than the classic dissimilarity matrix based AHC. It can
also produce better results when clusters have arbitrary shapes. Artificial and real-world
benchmarks are used to exemplify these points. From a theoretical standpoint, SNK-AHC
provides another interpretation of the classic techniques which relies on the concept of
weighted penalized similarities. The differences between group average, Mcquitty, centroid,
median and Ward, can be explained by their distinct averaging strategies for aggregating
clusters inter-similarities and intra-similarities. Other features of SNK-AHC are examined.
We provide sufficient conditions in order to have monotonic dendrograms, we elaborate a
stored data matrix approach for centroid and median, we underline the diagonal translation invariance property of group average, Mcquitty and Ward and we show to what extent
SNK-AHC can determine the number of clusters.
Keywords: Agglomerative hierarchical clustering, Lance-Williams formula, Kernel methods, Scalability, Manifold learning.

1. Introduction
Clustering is the process of discovering homogeneous groups among a set of objects. There
are many clustering methods and one way to differentiate one approach from another one is
by the classification scheme they are based upon. On the one hand, flat clustering provides a
partition of the elements. On the other hand, hierarchical clustering outputs a set of nested
partitions. The latter classification type is represented by a binary tree named dendrogram.
Hierarchical clustering presents several advantages compared to flat clustering. Firstly,
a dendrogram is more informative than a single partition because it provides more insights
about the relationships between objects and clusters. Secondly, there is no requirement to
set the number of clusters a priori unlike most of flat clustering techniques.
In this paper, we focus on hierarchical clustering methods. There are two kinds of procedures: agglomerative and divisive. The former type builds the dendrogram in a bottom-up
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fashion whereas the latter case uses a top-down approach. We focus on Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering (AHC). Suppose we are given a pairwise dissimilarity matrix between
the elements we want to cluster. The AHC bottom-up procedure initializes a trivial partition composed of singletons then, iteratively merges the two closest clusters until all items
are grouped together.
In any AHC method, after each merge, it is required to compute the dissimilarity measure between the newly formed group and other existing clusters. In fact, there are as many
AHC methods as dissimilarity measures. Despite the great number of approaches found
in the literature, Lance and Williams (1967) proposed a parametric formula (LW formula)
that generalizes a lot of them.
The bottom-up strategy described above with the LW formula form the usual stored
Dissimilarities1 based AHC (D-AHC) framework. Due to its simplicity and flexibility, it
has been studied in many research works, implemented in many programming languages
and successfully applied in many domains.
However, D-AHC suffers from important scalability issues since, with respect to the
number of objects, it has a quadratic memory complexity and a cubic time complexity.
These drawbacks severely limit the application of D-AHC to very large data sets.
In this context, our work aims at designing an AHC approach that is equivalent to DAHC but which can be extended in order to reduce the computational costs. Furthermore,
the approach we define is able to take into account the natural geometry of the data. It is
thus an unsupervised approach for manifold learning as well.
In a nutshell, the contributions of the paper are the following ones:
• We focus on a sub-part of the LW formula and we establish a more general model
which relies on inner-products instead of squared Euclidean distances. In this case,
we need two parametric recurrence equations instead of one. Since our model relies on
inner-products, it encompasses Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces (RKHS) through
the use of kernel functions. This first model called Kernel matrix based Agglomerative
Hierarchical Clustering (K-AHC) can be viewed as a kind of “dual” of D-AHC when
squared Euclidean distances are used as dissimilarities.
• In the usual D-AHC framework, the geometric techniques centroid, median and Ward
can be carried out by using data matrices instead of distance matrices. On the contrary, the graph methods group average and Mcquitty do not enjoy such a property.
We show that K-AHC enables a stored data2 matrix approach for the two latter
schemes.
• The median and centroid schemes can suffer from pathological behaviors because
they can produce reversals in the dendrogram. This phenomenon appears when at
an iteration, the dissimilarity value between two clusters becomes lower than the
dissimilarity values observed at previous iterations. Median and centroid are said to
provide non-monotonic dendrograms. In fact, Ward can be seen as a modification of
1. The terms “stored dissimilarities/similarities” and “stored data” approaches were coined by Anderberg
(1973). The former one means that the input is the pairwise proximity matrix whereas the latter one
indicates that the input is the data matrix where objects are described by a set of attributes.
2. Defined in the previous footnote.
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centroid which enables solving the non-monotonicity issue of the latter scheme. In
the same spirit, we introduce a new scheme called w-median which solves the nonmonotonicity problem of the median technique.
• We propose to project the data points on an hypersphere and to shift them in order
to obtain non-negative inner-products values. As a result, we obtain a Normalized
Kernel (NK) matrix which can also be interpreted as a similarity matrix satisfying
several conditions such as maximal self-similarity. In this case, we can interpret our
model in terms of weighted penalized similarities and we show that the main differences
between classic techniques rely on distinct averaging operations of inter-similarities
and of intra-similarities as well.
• Given a NK matrix, we can apply sparsification procedures in order to remove nonrelevant similarity relationships between objects. The resulting output is called Sparsified Normalized Kernel (SNK) matrix and it can be viewed as the weighted adjacency
matrix of a sparse similarity graph. Then, we apply K-AHC on a SNK matrix but
with the constraint that two clusters can be merged together providing that they have
a non-null inter-similarity value. Our approach is called Sparsified Normalized Kernel
matrix based AHC (SNK-AHC). SNK-AHC has much lower computational costs compared to K-AHC and D-AHC, both in terms of memory and running time. Moreover,
the sparsification enables capturing the intrinsic geometry of the data.
• Unlike a NK matrix, a SNK matrix is not positive semi-definite. Therefore, from
a general perspective, SNK-AHC can not be interpreted from a geometrical point
of view unlike K-AHC. Nevertheless, we show that in the particular cases of group
average, Mcquitty and Ward, SNK-AHC still implicitly acts in an Hilbert space. This
is due to the fact that these schemes are invariant with respect to any translation of
the diagonal of the SNK matrix.
• By interpreting SNK-AHC in the framework of graph theory, we demonstrate that
the bottom-up procedure emulates the same kinds of operations employed in order to
determine the connected components of an undirected graph. As a result, we show
that SNK-AHC can automatically determine the number of clusters when the latter
ones are seen as connected components of a similarity graph.
• We illustrate the aforementioned properties of K-AHC and SNK-AHC on two artificial
data sets. In addition, we show the superiority of SNK-AHC over D-AHC on two realworld benchmarks. Our experimental results confirm that SNK-AHC is much more
scalable than the classic D-AHC. Last but not least, SNK-AHC can also outperform
D-AHC in terms of clustering quality. In fact, in many cases, our approach is both
more efficient and more effective than D-AHC.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the
notations and some useful definitions. In section 3, we review the basics of D-AHC and
of the LW formula. Then, in section 4, we introduce our K-AHC model by establishing
an inner-product based expression that embeds the LW sub-equation we are interested
in. Several features of K-AHC are examined as well. Afterward, we present SNK-AHC and
3
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study its properties in section 5. Section 6 is dedicated to the experiments which are carried
out on both artificial and real-world data sets. After having introduced our approach and
exhibited its properties, we present and discuss in section 7 related research works. Finally,
in section 8, we conclude the paper and we sketch future work as well.

2. Notations and Definitions
The set of objects (or elements or items or points) to cluster is denoted by O and |O|
represents its cardinal. We suppose throughout the paper that |O|= n. The usual AHC
algorithm takes as input a pairwise dissimilarity matrix.
Definition 1 (Dissimilarity matrix) A pairwise dissimilarity matrix of elements in O
is denoted D. Given |O|= n, D is a square matrix of order n satisfying the following
conditions:

Dab ≥ 0, ∀a, b ∈ O
(non-negativity)
, ∀a, b ∈ O
Dab = Dba , ∀a, b ∈ O (symmetry)
Let 2O denote the set of subsets of O. The AHC procedure builds a set of nested
partitions of O. We denote by the letters a, b, c, d, e, f any singletons (or objects) of O,
whereas i, j, k, l, m correspond to any item (or clusters) in 2O . The cardinal of k is denoted
|k|. Given k and l, their fusion (or merge or union) is denoted by (kl).
The AHC algorithm is an iterative procedure with n − 1 steps. We denote by T =
{1, 2, . . . , n − 1} the set of iterations and use t to designate any of its elements.
Let Ct denote the set of existing clusters at iteration t. It is a partition of O with n−t+1
subsets. We denote by Dt , the dissimilarity matrix of clusters in Ct . It is thus a symmetric
square matrix of order n − t + 1 satisfying the conditions given in Definition 1.
The AHC bottom-up algorithm produces a set of nested partitions represented by a
tree-diagram called dendrogram.
Definition 2 (Dendrogram) A dendrogram representing a hierarchical clustering of O is
denoted D. Given |O|= n, D is a rooted binary tree with n leaves and 2n − 1 nodes in total.
Each node i corresponds to a subset of objects. Any two distinct nodes i and j of D are
such that i ⊂ j or j ⊂ i or i ∩ j = ∅. Besides, each node i is assigned a non-negative value
called the height denoted by H(i).
Since any node in a dendrogram represents a cluster, we adopt the same notations
as precised above: a, b, c, d, e, f are nodes that designate singletons only, while i, j, k, l, m
correspond to subsets of O.
As an illustration, we give in Figure 1 an example of a dendrogram of the set O =
{a, b, c, d, e, f }.
Definition 3 (Monotonic dendrogram) A dendrogram D is monotonic if and only if
i ⊂ j ⇔ H(i) ≤ H(j), for any two distinct nodes i and j.
The dendrogram represented in Figure 1 is monotonic. Indeed, the height of larger
nodes are higher than smaller ones and any path from a leaf to the root has no reversal.
The following definition is used to compare dendrograms.
4
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Figure 1: Illustration of a dendrogram.

Definition 4 (Sequence of merges) A sequence of merges representing a hierarchical
clustering of O is denoted M . Given |O|= n, M = (m1 , . . . , mn−1 ) is a sequence of n − 1
couples of disjoint subsets of elements of O. For all t ∈ T, mt = (m1t , m2t ) ∈ {(i, j) ∈
2O × 2O , i ∩ j = ∅}. Any two elements ms and mt of M satisfy the following condition: if
s < t then (m1s ∪ m2s ) ⊂ (m1t ∪ m2t ) or (m1s ∪ m2s ) ∩ (m1t ∪ m2t ) = ∅.
Whether an AHC technique produces a monotonic dendrogram or not, it always groups
two clusters into a larger one at each iteration. If we consider the pairs of clusters that are
fused at each step of the AHC bottom-up procedure (regardless the height values) then, it
is clear that there is a one-to-one correspondence between dendrograms and sequences of
merges.
For example, the sequence of merges in correspondence with the dendrogram provided
in Figure 1 is M = {({a}, {b}), ({d}, {e}), ({a, b}, {c}), ({d, e}, {f }), ({a, b, c}, {d, e, f })}.
The following definition is used to establish the equivalence between two different AHC
algorithms.
Definition 5 (Equivalent dendrograms) Two dendrograms D and D0 of a set of objects
O are equivalent if their respective sequence of merges M and M 0 are identical.
Eventually, we introduce the definition of a similarity matrix.
Definition 6 (Similarity matrix) A pairwise similarity matrix of elements in O is denoted S. Given |O|= n, S is a square matrix of order n satisfying the following conditions:

 Sab ≥ 0 (non-negativity)
S = Sba (symmetry)
, ∀a, b ∈ O
 ab
Saa ≥ Sab (maximal self-similarity)
The maximal self-similarity condition states that an object a can not be more similar
to any other object b but to itself (except if a = b).
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3. D-AHC : Dissimilarity based AHC
In this section, we review the basic concepts of AHC. Firstly, we introduce the usual LW
formula based on dissimilarities. We also provide more detailed explanations about the
bottom-up fusion mechanism that builds the dendrogram. Secondly, we review another
equivalent way to express the LW formula. This formulation relies on a weighted version
of the dissimilarities. In fact, the framework we introduce thereafter, is inspired from this
latter expression.
3.1 The LW Formula and the Bottom-up Procedure
For t = 1, we initialize C1 to the set of n singletons with null height values and we set
D1 = D, the given dissimilarity matrix. Then, at each iteration t ∈ T, D-AHC merges the3
couple of clusters (k, l) that satisfies:
(k, l) =

arg min
(i,j)∈Ct ×Ct ,i6=j

Dtij

(1)

Clusters k and l are fused into (kl) and the dendrogram D is amended with a new node
whose height value H((kl)) is set to Dtkl . The new partition Ct+1 is updated as follows:
Ct+1 = Ct \ {k, l} ∪ {(kl)}

(2)

Next, the dissimilarity values between the new cluster (kl) and the other clusters m ∈
Ct+1 have to be computed in order to determine Dt+1 .
Several schemes were proposed and among the most famous ones we can cite: single
linkage, complete linkage, group average (also named UPGMA4 ), Mcquitty (also named
WPGMA5 ), centroid (also named UPGMC6 ), median (also named WPGMC7 ) and Ward.
The first four techniques are known as graph methods whereas the three latter ones are
named geometric methods.
Despite these numerous dissimilarity measures, the LW equation introduced in (Lance
and Williams, 1967), is a parametric updating formula that generalizes all aforementioned
cases. It is defined as follows:
0
t
t
0
t
0
t
0
t
Dt+1
(kl)m = α (k, l, m)Dkm + α (l, k, m)Dlm + β (k, l, m)Dkl + γ |Dkm − Dlm |,

(3)

∀t ∈ T, ∀m ∈ Ct+1 , m 6= (kl)
where γ 0 is a scalar and α0 , β 0 are functions from the set of triples of disjoint subsets of O
to R.
In Table 1, we review the particular definitions of α0 , β 0 and γ 0 for the methods cited
above. In this table, observe that:
• For all schemes, β 0 is symmetric in its two first arguments unlike α0 .
3. Note that there might be several couples of clusters as solutions to (1) which could result in different
dendrograms.
4. Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic mean
5. Weighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic mean
6. Unweighted Pair Group Method Centroid
7. Weighted Pair Group Method Centroid
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Method
Single link.
Complete link.
Group aver.
Mcquitty
Centroid
Median
Ward

α0 (k, l, m)
1/2
1/2
|k|
|k|+|l|

1/2
|k|
|k|+|l|

1/2
|k|+|m|
|k|+|l|+|m|

β 0 (k, l, m)
0
0
0
0
|k||l|
− (|k|+|l|)2
−1/4
|m|
− |k|+|l|+|m|

γ0
−1/2
1/2
0
0
0
0
0

Table 1: Particular settings of the LW formula (4).

• Except the Ward method, α0 and β 0 do not depend on a third argument.
• Whatever the triple (k, l, m), α0 is constant for single linkage, complete linkage, Mcquitty and median.
• Likewise, β 0 is constant for single linkage, complete linkage, group average, Mcquitty
and median.
• Concerning γ 0 , it is non-null only for single linkage and complete linkage.
In the rest of the paper, we only consider the sub-family of LW clusterings that satisfies
γ = 0. This rules out the single and complete linkage techniques. In fact, these two
latter schemes are peculiar since they reduce to the min and max operators respectively.
Due to their specific features, single and complete linkages can be addressed using special
algorithms (Gower and Ross, 1969; Sibson, 1973; Defays, 1977).
Consequently, we are interested in the following LW sub-formula in what follows:
0
t
0
t
0
t
t+1 , m 6= (kl)
Dt+1
(kl)m = α (k, l, m)Dkm + α (l, k, m)Dlm + β (k, l, m)Dkl , ∀t ∈ T, ∀m ∈ C

(4)
To wrap up this sub-section, we provide in Algorithm 1 the pseudo-code of D-AHC using
the previous LW sub-formula.
3.2 An Equivalent Dissimilarity Based LW Sub-formula
Henceforth, we suppose that any object a ∈ O can be represented as a vector xa in an
Hilbert space H. Moreover, we assume that dissimilarities are given by squared Euclidean
distances. Thus, the general term of D is:
Dab = kxa − xb k2 , ∀a, b ∈ O

(5)

In this context, we review another dissimilarity based LW sub-formula which is equivalent to (4) and Table 1. Indeed, if objects are vectors in an Hilbert space then, the centroid
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Algorithm 1: General procedure of D-AHC.
Input: D a dissimilarity matrix, an AHC method
Output: D a dendrogram
1 Initialize D with n leaves;
2 Set D1 = D;
3 for t = 1, . . . , n − 1 do
4
Find the pair of clusters (k, l) according to (1);
5
Merge (k, l) into (kl) and update D;
6
Compute Dt+1 by applying (4) with the corresponding AHC method parameters
values given in Table 1.
7 end

and Ward update equations can be expressed in terms of cluster representatives (see for e.g.
(Murtagh and Contreras, 2012; Müllner, 2011)). Let gi be the mean vector of cluster i:
gi =

1 X a
x , i ∈ 2O
|i|

(6)

a∈i

Then, for two clusters i, j ∈ Ct , the dissimilarity used by the centroid scheme is:
Dtij = kgi − gj k2 , ∀t ∈ T

(7)

Regarding the Ward approach, it is in fact, a weighted version of centroid since we have
for the former scheme:
Dtij =

|i||j|
kgi − gj k2 , ∀t ∈ T, ∀i, j ∈ Ct
|i|+|j|

(8)

The following D-AHC iterative procedure is equivalent to Algorithm 1 (see for e.g.
(Murtagh and Contreras, 2012)). For t = 1, let D1 be the input dissimilarity matrix D of
squared Euclidean distances between data points. At each iteration, the pair (k, l) which
gives the minimum weighted dissimilarity is merged:
(k, l) =

arg min
(i,j)∈Ct ×Ct ,i6=j

p(i, j)Dtij

(9)

where p is a function from {(i, j) ∈ 2O × 2O , i ∩ j = ∅}, the set of pairs of disjoint subsets
of O, to R. The definition of p for each dissimilarity scheme is provided in Table 2.
After each merge the dissimilarity matrix is updated as follows:
t
t
t
t+1 , m 6= (kl)
Dt+1
(kl)m = α(k, l)Dkm + α(l, k)Dlm + β(k, l)Dkl , ∀t ∈ T, ∀m ∈ C

(10)

where, in this modeling, α and β are set functions whose definitions are also given in Table
2.
It is important to mention that, in the case of Ward, the set functions α and β do not
depend on the third argument unlike α0 and β 0 . Consequently, we can globally consider α
and β as two-place set functions which only depend on the two clusters being fused at each
iteration. More formally, α and β are functions from {(i, j) ∈ 2O × 2O , i ∩ j = ∅} to R
8
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Method
Group aver.
Mcquitty
Centroid
Median
Ward

α(k, l)

|k|
|k|+|l|

β(k, l)
0
0
|k||l|
− (|k|+|l|)2
−1/4
|k||l|
− (|k|+|l|)
2

W-Median

1/2

−1/4

|k|
|k|+|l|

1/2
|k|
|k|+|l|

1/2

p(i, j)
1
1
1
1
|i||j|
|i|+|j|
|i||j|
|i|+|j|

Table 2: Particular settings of the LW sub-formula (10) in the model defined by (9).

As mentioned previously and by observing (7) and (8), Ward can be interpreted as
a weighted version of centroid. Similarly, we introduce a weighted version of median (wmedian). The parameters of this new method are defined in the last row of Table 2. Wmedian set functions α and β are the same as median. It is the set function p which is
different: instead of a uniform weight, w-median uses the same weight function as Ward.
As we shall demonstrate later on, the w-median method provides monotonic dendrograms
unlike the median technique.

4. K-AHC: Kernel Matrix based AHC
We have supposed that the items are represented in an Hilbert space H and so far, squared
Euclidean distances have been used to represent the proximity relationships between points.
Henceforth, we also use the underlying inner-product of H.
In this section, we start by introducing a model that generalizes the LW sub-equation
(10). Our framework relies on inner-products and it amounts to a Kernel matrix based AHC
(K-AHC). Thereafter, we introduce several properties of our model. We provide sufficient
conditions for a technique expressed in our modeling to provide monotonic dendrograms.
Furthermore, we design a stored data matrix approach that generalizes to group average
and Mcquitty schemes.
4.1 Inner-product Based LW Sub-formula
Let h., .i denotes the inner-product of H. The geometrical data representation we assume
in this work is formally stated as follows:

Sab = hxa , xb i
, ∀a, b ∈ O
(C1)
Dab = Saa + Sbb − 2Sab
This implies that the matrix S is a kernel (or Gram) matrix and satisfies:

Sab = Sba , ∀a, b ∈ O (symmetry)
S0
(positive semi-definite)

(11)

This data representation encompasses Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces (RKHS). Accordingly, our approach is a kernel method (see for e.g. (Scholkopf and Smola, 2001)) which
9
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can benefit from a large spectrum of kernel functions in order to address diverse manifold
learning problems, that is K-AHC is able to detect groups of items with arbitrary shapes.
In contrast to the LW sub-formula, our model requires two equations to update the S
matrix: one for the off-diagonal elements and one for the on-diagonal entries.
Suppose that, for t = 1, S is the input matrix of our procedure: S1 = S. Assume that,
at iteration t ∈ T, clusters k and l are merged together. In our model, St+1 is updated
according to the two following recurrence equations:
t
t
t+1 , m 6= (kl)
St+1
(kl)m = a(k, l)Skm + a(l, k)Slm , ∀t ∈ T, ∀m ∈ C

St+1
(kl)(kl)

=

b(k, l)Stkl

+

c(k, l)Stkk

+

c(l, k)Stll ,

∀t ∈ T

(12a)
(12b)

where a, b and c are functions from {(i, j) ∈ 2O × 2O , i ∩ j = ∅} to R.
Similarly to D-AHC, we assume that the updated matrix is symmetric all along the
procedure and thus, Stm(kl) = St(kl)m , ∀t ∈ T, ∀m ∈ Ct+1 .
For all t ∈ T, let Λt be the square matrix of order n − 1 + t with general term:
1
Λtij = Stij − (Stii + Stjj ), ∀t ∈ T, ∀i, j ∈ Ct
2

(13)

Λt compares each couple of clusters in Ct and plays a core role in our approach. The
following result establishes the connection between the LW sub-equation (10) on the one
hand, and our approach (13), (12a), (12b) on the other hand.
Lemma 7 Let {Dt }t∈T and {Λt }t∈T be the sequences of square matrices with input elements
D and S and subsequent elements defined by (10) and (13), (12a),(12b), respectively. Suppose that the related set functions α, β on the one hand and a, b, c on the other hand, are
such that:
a=α
b = −2β
c=α+β
Then, under (C1) and if a(k, l) + a(l, k) = 1, ∀k, l ∈ 2O , it holds:
1
Λtij = − Dtij , ∀t ∈ T, ∀i, j ∈ Ct , i 6= j
2
Proof Under (C1), it is clear that for t = 1:
1
1
Λ1ab = S1ab − (S1aa + S1bb ) = − D1ab , ∀a, b ∈ O
2
2
We assume that the property is true for t: Λtij = Stij − 12 (Stii +Stjj ) = − 12 Dtij , ∀i, j ∈ Ct , i 6= j.
Then, let us prove that it is true for t + 1 as well. Let k and l be the two clusters that are
fused at iteration t. We replace in (12a) and (12b) the set functions a, b and c with α, −2β
and α + β respectively. It comes:
St(kl)m = α(k, l)Stkm + α(l, k)Stlm
St(kl)(kl) = −2β(k, l)Stkl + (α(k, l) + β(k, l))Stkk + (α(l, k) + β(l, k))Stll
10
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Method
Group average
Mcquitty

a(k, l)

c(k, l)

1/2

b(k, l)
0
0

Centroid
Median
Ward

|k|
|k|+|l|

2|k||l|
(|k|+|l|)2

|k|2
(|k|+|l|)2

1/2

1/2

1/4

|k|
|k|+|l|

2|k||l|
(|k|+|l|)2

|k|2
(|k|+|l|)2

W-Median

1/2

1/2

1/4

|k|
|k|+|l|

|k|
|k|+|l|

1/2

p(i, j)
1
1
1
1
|i||j|
|i|+|j|
|i||j|
|i|+|j|

Table 3: Particular settings in our model defined by (12a), (12b) and (14).

Next, assuming α(k, l) + α(l, k) = 1, ∀k, l ∈ Ct , we have:
Stmm = (α(k, l) + α(l, k))Stmm
If we put all these ingredients into (13) for t + 1, i = (kl) and j = m; regroup terms with
respect to α and β; replace Stii + Stjj − 2Stij with Dtij , for all i, j ∈ {k, l, m}, i 6= j; then we
have, ∀m ∈ Ct+1 :

1
α(k, l)Dtkm + α(l, k)Dtlm + β(k, l)Dtkl
2
1 t+1
= − D(kl)m
2

Λt+1
(kl)m = −

Next, we introduce our approach which also proceeds in a bottom-up manner. However,
unlike D-AHC, K-AHC performs a maximum search at each iteration. Indeed, after having
initialized a dendrogram D with n leaves, for each t ∈ T, K-AHC fuses the pair of clusters
(k, l) that satisfies:
(k, l) = arg max p(i, j)Λtij
(14)
(i,j)∈Ct ×Ct ,i6=j

where p is also a real-valued function whose domain is the set of pairs of disjoint subsets of
O.
At iteration t, clusters k and l are merged into (kl). The latter subset is represented by
a new node in D and its “height” value is H((kl)) = p(k, l)Λtkl . Ct+1 is updated similarly
to (2) and St+1 is determined from St by applying (12a) and (12b).
In order to clearly state in our model the schemes under study, we provide in Table 3
the definitions of their respective set functions a, b, c and p. Furthermore, we summarize
in Algorithm 2 the K-AHC procedure.
From Lemma 7 and assuming p = p, it is clear that Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 merge
the same8 couple of clusters at each iteration. Therefore, they have equivalent dendrograms
(see Definition 5). The only difference is that the dendrogram provided by K-AHC assigns
8. Assuming that if there are several (but same) solutions to (9) and (14), both algorithms pick the same
pair.
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Algorithm 2: General procedure of K-AHC.
Input: S a kernel matrix, an AHC method
Output: D a dendrogram
1 Initialize D with n leaves;
2 Set S1 = S;
3 for t = 1, . . . , n − 1 do
4
Find the pair of clusters (k, l) according to (14) with the corresponding AHC
method parameters values given in Table 3 ;
5
Merge (k, l) into (kl) and update D;
6
Compute St+1 by applying (12a) and (12b) with the corresponding AHC method
parameters values given in Table 3.
7 end

to each node a “height” value which equals minus one half times the height value assigned
to the same node of the dendrogram obtained by D-AHC. As a consequence, we have the
following result.
Theorem 8 Suppose that the conditions in Lemma 7 are satisfied. Suppose in addition,
that p in (9) and p in (14) are the same. Then, Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 provide
equivalent dendrograms.
Note that, since for all techniques listed in Table 3, a(k, l) + a(l, k) = 1, ∀k, l ∈ 2O and
p = p then, for all particular schemes we examine, K-AHC is equivalent to D-AHC.
4.2 Monotonicity
In hierarchical clustering, it is important to know whether a method can provide reversals
while building the dendrogram. Indeed, in practice, non-monotonic dendrograms can be
difficult to interpret and are thus undesirable.
In the classic AHC framework described by Algorithm 1, a technique provides a monotonic dendrogram if and only if the following condition holds:
t
t
Dt+1
(kl)m ≥ Dkl , ∀t ∈ T, ∀k, l, m ∈ C

(15)

Milligan (1979), provided sufficient conditions for a method expressed in the usual LW
equation (4), to output a monotonic dendrogram. It has to satisfy the following relationships:
 0
 α (k, l, m), α0 (l, k, m) ≥ 0
α0 (k, l, m) + α0 (l, k, m) + β 0 (k, l, m) ≥ 1
, ∀k, l, m ∈ 2O
(16)
 0
0
0
0
0
(γ ≥ 0) ∨ (γ ≤ 0 ∧ |γ |≥ α (k, l, m), α (l, k, m))
In our approach described in Algorithm 2, the “height” value is rather a depth value
since it varies in the opposite way than in Algorithm 1. Consequently, the monotonicity
definition given previously translates as follows in the K-AHC case:
t
t
p((kl), m)Λt+1
(kl)m ≤ p(k, l)Λkl , ∀t ∈ T, ∀k, l, m ∈ C
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We give below sufficient conditions for a method expressed in our model to give monotonic dendrograms.
Proposition 9 Let {Λt }t∈T be the sequence of square matrices with input element S and
subsequent elements defined by (13), (12a), (12b). Suppose that the set functions a, b, c and
p satisfy:

a(k, l), b(k, l), c(k, l), p(k, l) ≥ 0





a(k, l) + a(l, k) = 1



 b(k, l) − b(l, k) = 0
, ∀k, l, m ∈ 2O
c(k, l) − a(k, l) + 21 b(k, l) = 0


a(k,l)
a(l,k)
b(k,l)


− 2p(k,l)
≥0

p(k,m) + p(l,m)





 p((kl), m) a(k,l) + a(l,k) − b(k,l) ≥ 1
p(k,m)
p(l,m)
2p(k,l)
Then, under (C1), {pΛt }t∈T satisfies (17).
Proof From the definition of Λt given in (13), it comes:
1
t
t
t
t
t
t
Λt+1
(kl)m = a(k, l)Skm + a(l, k)Slm − 2 (b(k, l)Skl + c(k, l)Skk + c(l, k)Sll + Smm )
By using c(k, l) = a(k, l) − 21 b(k, l) and a(k, l) + a(l, k) = 1, we obtain:

1
1
t+1
t
t
b(k, l)Stkl + (a(k, l) − b(k, l))Stkk
Λ(kl)m = a(k, l)Skm + a(l, k)Slm −
2
2

1
+ (a(l, k) − b(l, k))Stll + (a(k, l) + a(l, k))Stmm
2
Then, by assuming b(k, l) − b(l, k) = 0 and by regrouping terms with respect to a and b,
we get:
1
t
t
t
Λt+1
(kl)m = a(k, l)Λkm + a(l, k)Λlm − 2 b(k, l)Λkl
Next, since k and l are the clusters that have been merged at iteration t, according to
(14), we have p(k, l)Λtkl ≥ p(k, m)Λtkm , p(l, m)Λtlm . Therefore, it holds:
p(k, l) t
p(k, l) t
1
t
Λt+1
(kl)m ≤ a(k, l) p(k, m) Λkl + a(l, k) p(l, m) Λkl − 2 b(k, l)Λkl


a(k, l)
a(l, k)
b(k, l)
≤
+
−
p(k, l)Λtkl
p(k, m) p(l, m) 2p(k, l)
Under (C1), it is easy to see that Λ1ab ≤ 0, ∀a, b ∈ O. Then, by assuming that p(k, l) ≥ 0
a(k,l)
a(l,k)
b(k,l)
and p(k,m)
+ p(l,m)
− 2p(k,l)
≥ 0, ∀k, l, m ∈ 2O , it is easy to prove by induction that Λtij ≤
0, ∀t ∈ T, ∀i, j ∈ Ct , using the inequality above.
Besides, by multiplying the same previous inequality by p((kl), m), we obtain an upper
bound for p((kl), m)Λt+1
(kl)m :
p((kl), m)Λt+1
(kl)m


≤ p((kl), m)

a(k, l)
a(l, k)
b(k, l)
+
−
p(k, m) p(l, m) 2p(k, l)
13



p(k, l)Λtkl
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t+1
Finally, since Λtkl , Λt+1
(kl)m ≤ 0 as stated previously, in order to have p((kl), m)Λ(kl)m ≤
p(k, l)Λtkl , it is sufficient that:


a(k, l)
a(l, k)
b(k, l)
≥1
p((kl), m)
+
−
p(k, m) p(l, m) 2p(k, l)

It is easy to check that all six studied techniques described in Table 3 satisfy the first
fifth conditions in Proposition 9. However, unlike group average, Mcquitty and Ward, the
methods centroid and median do not satisfy the last condition. These three former schemes
are known to be monotonic. Regarding w-median, the new technique we introduced at the
end of sub-section 3.2, we have the following property.
Proposition 10 The w-median scheme is monotonic.
Proof If we apply the w-median parameters values given in Table 3 to the last condition
of Proposition 9, the left-hand side of the inequality reads:


(|k|+|l|)|m| |k|+|m| |l|+|m| |k|+|l|
+
−
|k|+|l|+|m| 2|k||m|
2|l||m|
4|k||l|
By developing this equation and after some manipulations, we obtain the following equivalent expression:


|l|
|k|
|m|
+
−2
1+
4(|k|+|l|+|m|) |k|
|l|
Let r =

max(|k|,|l|)
min(|k|,|l|)

being a non-negative rational number. The term in parenthesis becomes


|l|
r + − 2 . It is easy to see that r + 1r ≥ 2 and thus |k|
+ |k|
−
2
≥ 0, which completes
|l|
the proof.
1
r



4.3 Stored Data Matrix Approach Based on K-AHC
Let q be the dimension of the Hilbert space H. Suppose that q is finite and let X be the
data matrix of size n × q where each row represents a vector.
So far, we have assumed a stored proximity matrix approach where the input of the
algorithms is either D or S which are both of size O(n2 ). However, it can be useful to
operate on the data matrix X instead of D or S. Indeed, if n is too large, it could be
inefficient, or even impossible, to store the whole proximity matrix on a single machine.
If n is very large but q is much lower than n then, the stored data matrix approach
can be carried out. It takes as input the data matrix X, computes the dissimilarities
between vectors on the fly, finds the pair of clusters to merge, represents the new cluster
by a representative vector in H and repeat these latter steps for t ∈ T. Note that such an
approach allows alleviating the storage complexity but not the computational one, since, in
the worst case, the proximities between all pairs of objects need to be evaluated.
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In order to carry out the stored data approach, any dissimilarity scheme needs to be
formulated in terms of representative vectors in H (see for e.g. (Murtagh and Contreras,
2012)).
We already pointed out, in sub-section 3.2, that the centroid and Ward methods can
be performed by using mean vectors. Note that we can determine the latter representative
vectors in an iterative fashion. For t = 1, we set ga = xa , ∀a ∈ O. For t > 1, if k and l are
the clusters that are fused then, the mean vector g(kl) can be computed as follows:
g(kl) =

|k|
|l|
gk +
gl
|k|+|l|
|k|+|l|

(18)

The median and w-median schemes can also be carried out in a similar way. In these
cases, clusters are represented by mid-points. Let gi denote the representative vector of
cluster i ∈ 2O . For t = 1, all objects are considered as singletons and we set again ga =
xa , ∀a ∈ O. Then, for t > 1, the newly formed cluster (kl) is given as follows, for median
and w-median:
1
1
g(kl) = gk + gl
(19)
2
2
Then, for the median and w-median methods, the dissimilarity values satisfy:
Dtij = kgi − gj k2 , ∀t ∈ T, ∀i, j ∈ Ct , i 6= j

(20)

For the graph methods group average and Mcquitty, there is no such equivalent way to
express their dissimilarity update equation using representative points using the usual LW
sub-equation 4. Yet, our approach makes it possible to obtain such a property for these two
latter schemes.
In order to introduce this property, let us first discuss the stored data matrix approach
for geometric schemes in our inner-product based modeling. We have the following results.
Proposition 11 Let gi =
it holds:

1
|i|

P

a∈i x

a , ∀i

∈ 2O . Then, for the centroid and Ward schemes,

Stij = hgi , gj i, ∀t ∈ T, ∀i, j ∈ Ct

Proof Since S is a kernel matrix, S1ab = hga , gb i, ∀a, b ∈ C1 . Assume that Stij =
hgi , gj i, ∀i, j ∈ Ct holds for t and let us prove that it holds for t + 1 as well. The proof
simply uses the linear property of the inner-product. Concerning St+1
(kl)m , we have:
t
t
St+1
(kl)m = a(k, l)Skm + a(l, k)Slm

|k|
|l|
hgk , gm i +
hgl , gm i
|k|+|l|
|k|+|l|
|k|
1 X a m
|l|
1 X b m
h
x ,g i +
h
x ,g i
=
|k|+|l| |k|
|k|+|l| |l|
a∈k
b∈l
X
X
1
=h
(
xa +
xb ), gm i
|k|+|l|
=

= hg

(kl)

a∈k
m

b∈l

,g i
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Regarding St+1
(kl)(kl) , we have:
t
t
t
St+1
(kl)(kl) = b(k, l)Skl + c(k, l)Skk + c(l, k)Sll

2|k||l|
|k|2
k
l
hg
,
g
i
+
hgk , gk i
(|k|+|l|)2
(|k|+|l|)2
|l|2
hgl , gl i
+
(|k|+|l|)2
X
X
X
X
1
1
=h
(
xa +
xb ),
(
xa +
xb )i
|k|+|l|
|k|+|l|
=

= hg

(kl)

,g

a∈k
(kl)

b∈l

a∈k

b∈l

i

Proposition 12 Let ga = xa , ∀a ∈ O and ∀t ∈ T, if k and l are merged, let g(kl) be defined
by (19). Then, for the median and w-median schemes, it holds:
Stij = hgi , gj i, ∀t ∈ T, ∀i, j ∈ Ct
Proof The proof is similar than for Proposition 11.
Propositions 11 and 12 states that for centroid, Ward, median and w-median, both offdiagonal and on-diagonal entries of St can be determined by inner-products of representative
vectors. As far as group average and Mcquitty techniques are concerned, this latter property
is only valid for off-diagonal elements of St . Indeed, in Table 3, it is clear that group average
and Mcquitty respectively have the same weights vectors {a(k, l), a(l, k)} than centroid (or
Ward) and median (or w-median). Regarding the on-diagonal entries, we can actually
compute these values for group average and Mcquitty efficiently, providing that we initially
store, in an extra vector, the squared norm of each element vector. Let s be the vector of
size n with general term:
sa = hxa , xa i, ∀a ∈ O
(21)
Let s1 = s and for t = 2, . . . , n − 1, let st be a vector of size n − t + 1 whose component
is associated to cluster i ∈ Ct . At each iteration t ∈ T, suppose that k and l are the
9
clusters that are merged then, st+1
(kl) is determined using the following recurrence formula:
sti

t
t
st+1
(kl) = c(k, l)sk + c(l, k)sl , ∀t ∈ T

(22)

where c is the set function defined for group average and Mcquitty in Table 3.
Then, it is easy to check the following property.
Proposition 13 Let s1a = hxa , xa i, ∀a ∈ O and ∀t ∈ T, if k and l are merged, let st(kl) be
defined by (22). Then, for the group average and Mcquitty schemes, it holds:
Stii = sti , ∀t ∈ T, ∀i ∈ Ct
All previously discussed results are summarized in Table 4 and Algorithm 3 which
provide a K-AHC based stored data matrix approach for all six methods we examine.
9. Note that similarly to Dt or St , st loses one dimension at each iteration.
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Method

Stij , i 6= j

Stii

p(i, j)

Group average
Mcquitty
Centroid
Median
Ward

hgi , gj i
hgi , gj i
hgi , gj i
hgi , gj i
hgi , gj i

sti
sti
hgi , gi i
hgi , gi i
hgi , gi i

1
1
1
1

W-Median

hgi , gj i

hgi , gi i

|i||j|
|i|+|j|
|i||j|
|i|+|j|

g(kl)
|k|
k
|k|+|l| g
1 k
2g
|k|
k
|k|+|l| g
1 k
2g
|k|
k
|k|+|l| g
1 k
2g

|k|
+ |k|+|l|
gl
+ 12 gl
|k|
+ |k|+|l|
gl
+ 12 gl
|k|
+ |k|+|l|
gl

+ 12 gl

st+1
(kl)
|k|
t
|k|+|l| sk
1 t
2 sk

|k|
+ |k|+|l|
stl
+ 12 stl
NA
NA
NA

NA

Table 4: Particular settings in the stored data matrix based on K-AHC and defined by (14),
(13) and representative vectors updates.

Algorithm 3: General procedure of the K-AHC based stored data matrix approach.
Input: X a data matrix, an AHC method
Output: D a dendrogram
1 Initialize D with n leaves;
2 Set ga = xa , ∀a ∈ O;
3 Set sa = hxa , xa i, ∀a ∈ O, if appropriate;
4 for t = 1, . . . , n − 1 do
5
Compute the inner-product matrix of representative vectors;
6
Find the pair of clusters (k, l) according to (14) and (13) with the corresponding
AHC method definitions given in Table 4 ;
7
Merge (k, l) into (kl) and update D;
8
Compute the representative vector g(kl) by applying the corresponding AHC
method formula given in Table 4;
9
Compute st+1
(kl) by applying the corresponding AHC method formula given in
Table 4, if appropriate.
10 end
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5. SNK-AHC: Sparsified Normalized Kernel Matrix Based AHC
Another important property of K-AHC is that it offers a way to address the scalability issues
of stored proximity matrix based AHC procedures. Our main idea can be stated as follows.
Given the distance matrix D, it is reasonable to assume that pairs of items whose distance
measure is high are unlikely to be grouped together at an early stage. Consequently, in the
goal of reducing the storage complexity, these values could be discarded and we may replace
them with zero in order to have a sparse D matrix. However, this is not sound since a zero
distance measure would mean that points are identical while they are far away10 . In order
to avoid this drawback, we propose to use the inner-product matrix S instead, as we shall
explain in what follows.
We now introduce our approach called Sparsified Normalized Kernel matrix based AHC
(SNK-AHC). Firstly, we introduce the normalization procedure which transform a kernel
matrix S so that it has a constant diagonal and non-negative values. This preliminary
step makes it possible to interpret the inner-product matrix S in terms of similarities (see
Definition 6). Next, we present the sparsification procedure which aims at thresholding S
by setting to zero the lowest values. After this, we introduce the SNK-AHC algorithm and
its properties. In particular, we study an interesting feature of group average, Mcquitty and
Ward methods and we show in what context, SNK-AHC is able to determine the number
of clusters.
5.1 Normalized Kernel Matrix
In our perspective, the term Normalized Kernel (NK) matrix designates a kernel matrix
with a constant diagonal and non-negative terms. In other words, we assume that the points
belong to the intersection between an hypersphere and the positive quadrant of H:
Saa = Sbb , ∀a, b ∈ O

(C2)

Sab ≥ 0, ∀a, b ∈ O

(C3)

If the kernel matrix S does not have a constant diagonal then, we can always apply the
cosine normalization (or any generalization proposed in (Ah-Pine, 2010)):
Sab ← √

Sab
, ∀a, b ∈ O
Saa Sbb

(23)

Next, let v be the minimal value in S. If v < 0 then we propose to perform a simple
translation in order to obtain non-negative values:
Sab ← Sab + |v|, ∀a, b ∈ O

(24)

It is worth noting that such a translation does not change the results of Algorithm 2.
In fact, the procedure is invariant under any positive linear transformation of the S matrix
for all six schemes we are interested in.
10. Note that we could have replaced these values with a constant which would have been the maximal
distance value but in this case, we would have lost the sparsity property.
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Proposition 14 Suppose that the set functions a, b, c satisfy:

a(k, l) + a(l, k) = 1
, ∀k, l, m ∈ 2O
b(k, l) + c(k, l) + c(l, k) = 1
Then, Algorithm 2 provides equivalent dendrograms for input similarity matrices S and
T = uS + v1n , with u > 0, v ∈ R and 1n being the square matrix of order n filled with 1.
Proof Let T be a linear transformation of S with general term Tab = uSab + v where
u > 0. For t = 1, we can write T1ab = uS1ab + v. Assume that Ttij = uStij + v, ∀i, j ∈ Ct and
t+1
t+1 . Let k and l be the clusters that are fused
let us prove that Tt+1
ij = uSij + v, ∀i, j ∈ C
t+1
t+1 , m 6= (kl). We
at iteration t. First, we need to prove that Tt+1
(kl)m = uS(kl)m + v, ∀m ∈ C
have:
t
t
Tt+1
(kl)m = a(k, l)Tkm + a(l, k)Tlm
= a(k, l)(uStkm + v) + a(l, k)(uStlm + v)
= u(a(k, l)Stkm + a(l, k)Stlm ) + v(a(k, l) + a(l, k))
= uSt+1
(kl)m + v,
providing that a(k, l) + a(l, k) = 1.
t+1
Next, we prove that Tt+1
(kl)(kl) = uS(kl)(kl) + v. Indeed, we have:
t
t
t
Tt+1
(kl)(kl) = b(k, l)Tkl + c(k, l)Tkk + c(l, k)Tll

= b(k, l)(uStkl + v) + c(k, l)(uStkk + v) + c(l, k)(uStll + v)
= u(b(k, l)Stkl + c(k, l)Stkk + c(l, k)Stll ) + v(b(k, l) + c(k, l) + c(l, k))
= uSt+1
(kl)(kl) + v
providing that b(k, l) + c(k, l) + c(l, k) = 1.
Denote respectively {Λt }t∈T and {∆t }t∈T , the sequences of square matrices defined by
(13), (12a) and (12b), and obtained when S and T = uS + v1n are the input kernel matrices
respectively. We have, ∀t ∈ T, ∀i, j ∈ Ct :
1
∆tij = Ttij − (Ttii + Ttjj )
2
1
t
= uSij + v − (uStii + v + uStjj + v)
2
1 t
t
= u(Sij − (Sii + Stjj ))
2
t
= uΛij
Since u > 0 then, arg max(i,j)∈Ct ,i6=j p(i, j)∆tij = arg max(i,j)∈Ct ,i6=j p(i, j)Λtij , ∀t ∈ T.
Moreover, let us remind that a positive linear transformation of the terms of a positive
semi-definite matrix provides a positive semi-definite matrix. Therefore, S remains a kernel
matrix after (24) is carried out.
Henceforth, we assume that S is a NK matrix. In fact, such a matrix enjoys a double
interpretation. On the one hand, it gives the inner-products of points represented (on an
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hypersphere) in an Hilbert space. On the other hand, it can be seen as a similarity matrix
satisfying the conditions11 given in Definition 6.
As a consequence, in the rest of the paper, NK matrix and similarity matrix are terms
that we use interchangeably.
5.2 Penalized Similarities: Aggregated Inter-similarities Versus Aggregated
Intra-similarities
Supposing (C1), (C2) and (C3), we discuss a new interpretation of K-AHC based on similarities. Equation (14) is a maximum search over the set of couples of clusters in Ct . The
quality of a pair (i, j) depends on Λtij defined in (13) which is the difference between Stij and
the arithmetic mean of Stii and Stjj . Let us call Stij , the inter-similarity between clusters
i and j, and Stii , the intra-similarity of cluster i. For the couple of clusters (i, j), Λtij can
be seen as their inter-similarity value penalized by the arithmetic mean of their respective
intra-similarities. According to (13), Λtij is great if the inter-similarity is high and the
intra-similarities are low. Consequently, i and j are more likely to be merged together if
their inter-similarity is high enough with respect to their intra-similarities.
In this context, it is important to formally state the properties of the set functions
defining the six schemes we deal with. From Table 3, we can observe that for all methods:

 a(k, l), b(k, l), c(k, l) ≥ 0
a(k, l) + a(l, k) = 1
, ∀k, l ∈ 2O
(25)

b(k, l) + c(k, l) + c(l, k) = 1
Therefore, {a(k, l), a(l, k)} and {b(k, l), c(k, l), c(l, k)} can be seen as weight vectors and
we interpret (12a) and (12b) as averages of inter-similarities and intra-similarities respectively. From this viewpoint, the differences between the techniques can be understood from
their distinct averaging strategies.
In order to have a more precise view of the differences between the six methods, let us
take an example. Suppose O = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g} and at iteration t = 4, C4 = {k, l, m} with
k = {a, b, c}, l = {d, e}, m = {f, g}. Assume that (k, l) is the couple of clusters to be merged.
In Figure 2, we illustrate this situation using the input similarity matrix S. The different
elements involved in (12a) and (12b) are shown. They correspond to rectangular blocks for
inter-similarities (S4kl , S4lm , S4kl ) and to square blocks for intra-similarities (S4kk , S4ll , S4mm ).
The inter-similarity S5(kl)m is an average of S4km and S4lm represented by dashed line
blocks k × m and l × m. Mcquitty, median and w-median assign the same weight 1/2 to
both terms whereas group average, centroid and Ward, assign weights which depend on one
of the blocks side length.
The intra-similarity S5(kl)(kl) is an average of S4kl , S4kk and S4ll which are highlighted
by a dotted line block and two solid line blocks respectively. Since S4 is symmetric, it is
equivalent to consider that S5(kl)(kl) depends on S4kl , S4lk , S4kk and S4ll . We can see that these
four elements depict a partition of the block (k ∪ l) × (k ∪ l). For geometric methods, all four
sub-blocks contribute to S5(kl)(kl) . In the median and w-median schemes, all sub-blocks are
assigned a uniform weight of 1/4 which amounts to an unweighted mean. Regarding centroid
11. Note that in this context, the maximal self-similarity property is due to the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality.
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a b c d e f g
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g

S4kk

S4kl

S4km

S4lk

S4ll

S4lm
S4mm

Figure 2: Illustration of inter-similarities and intra-similarities.

and Ward, the weights are distributed with respect to the blocks area. Conversely, for graph
methods group average and Mcquitty, S5(kl)(kl) only depends on S4kk and S4ll . Consequently,
it is not difficult to see that only the on-diagonal terms of S are involved in the computation
of the clusters intra-similarity for these two latter schemes. This observation was already
underlined in sub-section 4.3.
5.3 Sparsified Normalized Kernel Matrix
In order to cope with the storage complexity of K-AHC, we sparsify the NK matrix by
removing the lowest similarity values. We obtain a Sparsified Normalized Kernel (SNK)
matrix.
The first sparsification procedure we introduce is a simple thresholding operator12 based
on a real parameter θ ≥ 0.

Sab if Sab ≥ θ
Sab ←
, ∀a, b ∈ O
(26)
0
otherwise
Note that under (C2), we have:
Dab = Saa + Sbb − 2Sab
= 2(w − Sab ), ∀a, b ∈ O
where Saa = w, ∀a ∈ O.
Thereby, the entries which correspond to the greatest values in S are exactly the same
entries in D having the lowest values.
The second sparsification approach is based on the nearest neighbors. Let NNk (a) be
the set of the k elements closest to a according to S (or D equivalently). Then, we define:

Sab if b ∈ NNk (a) or a ∈ NNk (b)
Sab ←
, ∀a, b ∈ O
(27)
0
otherwise
We point out that for each a ∈ O, the number of non-null values in the similarity profile
{Sab }b∈O is lower bounded by k. Apart from the k closest items to a in NNk (a), an item
12. When using distances, this sparsification procedure is equivalent to the epsilon-neighborhood method.
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c∈
/ NNk (a) could have a in its k nearest neighbors in which case Sca but also Sac would
be non-null. Consequently, if k = round(n/2) for instance, then S memory usage is not
necessarily divided by 2, but by a factor which is lower or equal to 2.
Besides, it should be clear that determining the exact k nearest neighbors graph basically
takes O(n2 ) time. However, there are different ways to speed-up this procedure (see for e.g.
(Franti et al., 2006) and references therein).
Observe that after (26) or (27) is performed, the sparsified similarity matrix S is no
longer positive semi-definite. Thereby, the geometric context we have assumed so far does
not hold for a SNK matrix. Nonetheless, as we shall show in sub-section 5.5, three out of
the six techniques are not concerned with this issue.
5.4 Performing K-AHC on a SNK Matrix in an Efficient and Effective Manner
We carry out K-AHC on a SNK matrix S. However, owing to the distinct interpretations
we can give to S, as exposed in sub-section 5.2, we propose some substantial modifications
to Algorithm 2 that lead to interesting properties.
In the stored proximities based AHC algorithms D-AHC or K-AHC, the bottleneck that
causes an heavy computational cost is the search for the pair of clusters to fuse. This
operation is carried out over the set of all possible pairs in Ct × Ct which has O(n2 ) cost.
Since there are n − 1 iterations, the overall time complexity is thus O(n3 ).
In our case, S is a sparse similarity matrix and we introduce the following subset:
S = {(a, b) ∈ O × O, Sab > 0}

(28)

Likewise, during the course of the bottom-up merging mechanism, we determine at each
iteration, the following subsets:
St = {(i, j) ∈ Ct × Ct , Stij > 0}, ∀t ∈ T

(29)

Note that St+1 can be easily updated from St .
In contrast to K-AHC, for each t ∈ T, SNK-AHC searches for the pair to merge among
the elements in St only. Accordingly, we replace (14) with:
(k, l) = arg max p(i, j)Λtij

(30)

(i,j)∈St ,i6=j

Therefore, whatever the value p(i, j)Λtij , two clusters i and j can not be merged together
if they share no similarity at all. SNK-AHC is thus a constrained AHC procedure.
The SNK-AHC pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 4. It also describes a bottom-up
algorithm but unlike K-AHC, the dendrogram grows as long as St 6= ∅. As a consequence,
the output of Algorithm 4 is not a tree in general but a forest. We investigate this point
further in sub-section 5.6.
It is clear that restricting the search to St makes it possible to obtain a much more
scalable dendrogram building procedure.
Proposition 15 Let z be the number of non-null entries in S after the sparsification step
in Algorithm 4 has been performed. Then, the bottom-up procedure of Algorithm 4 has O(z)
storage complexity and O(nz) processing time complexity.
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Algorithm 4: General procedure of SNK-AHC.
Input: S a kernel matrix, a sparsification method, an AHC method
Output: D a dendrogram
1 if the diagonal of S is not constant then
2
Normalize S using (23);
3 end
4 Translate S using (24);
5 Sparsify S using (26) or (27);
6 Initialize D with n leaves;
7 Set S1 = S;
8 Determine S according to (28) and set S1 = S;
9 while St 6= ∅ do
10
Find the pair of clusters (k, l) according to (30) with the corresponding AHC
method parameters values given in Table 3 ;
11
Merge (k, l) into (kl) and update D;
12
Update St+1 from St ;
13
Compute St+1 by applying (12a) and (12b) with the corresponding AHC method
parameters values given in Table 3.
14 end

Note, however, that if S is a dense NK matrix which has not been sparsified, and D is
the related distance matrix following (C1), then Algorithm 4 provides the exact same result
as Algorithm 2 and thus an output equivalent to the one obtained with Algorithm 1 as well,
according to Theorem 8.
As we shall see in section 6 dedicated to the experiments, not only SNK-AHC can
be dramatically more efficient than D-AHC from a computational standpoint, but it also
enables improving the quality of the clustering results on challenging problems.
5.5 Diagonal Translation Invariance
As highlighted in sub-section 5.3, the SNK matrix S is not positive semi-definite and we can
not assume that the points belong to an Hilbert space any more. However, we can recover
this feature quite easily. Indeed, since S is symmetric and all its diagonal entries are nonnegative then, one simple way to make S positive semi-definite again, is to sufficiently
augment the values of the diagonal entries in order to make S strictly diagonally dominant
(see for e.g. (Horn and Johnson, 1986, Theorem 6.1.10)).
While we can always do this, we show, in what follows, that this is not necessary for
some techniques.
Let us introduce the following matrix:
T = S + wIn

(31)

where In is the identity matrix of order n and w > 0 is chosen such that T is positive
semi-definite.
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Let M = {m1 , . . . , mn−1 } be a sequence of merges following Definition 4. By observing
that (12a) does not depend on any on-diagonal entry of the SNK matrix then, it is easy to
check the following result.
Lemma 16 Let {St }t∈T and {Tt }t∈T be the sequences of square matrices with input elements S and T = S + wIn , w ∈ R and subsequent elements defined by (12a) and (12b).
Suppose that {St }t∈T and {Tt }t∈T are determined with respect to the same sequence of
merges M . Then, we have:
Ttij = Stij , ∀t ∈ T, ∀i, j ∈ Ct , i 6= j
Lemma 16 indicates that when merging the same sequence of pairs of clusters, the offdiagonal entries of similarity matrices {St }t∈T and {Tt }t∈T are identical. It is only the
intra-similarities that are influenced by the diagonal translation.
For group average, Mcquitty and Ward, we have the following relationships.
Lemma 17 Let {St }t∈T and {Tt }t∈T be the sequences of square matrices with input elements S and T = S + wIn , w ∈ R and subsequent elements defined by (12a) and (12b).
Suppose that {St }t∈T and {Tt }t∈T are determined with respect to the same sequence of
merges M . Then, for group average and Mcquitty, we have:
Ttii = Stii + w, ∀t ∈ T, ∀i ∈ Ct
Regarding Ward, we have:
Ttii = Stii +

w
, ∀t ∈ T, ∀i ∈ Ct
|i|

Proof Let us consider the group average technique and its parameters values given in
Table 3. For t = 1, it follows from the definition given in (31) that T1aa = S1aa + w, ∀a ∈ C1 .
Assume that Ttii = Stii + w, ∀i ∈ Ct for t. Then, let us prove that the latter relation is
true for t + 1 as well. Suppose that at iteration t, the pair of clusters (k, l) is merged. By
applying Lemma 16, it comes:
t+1
t
t
t
t
t
t
Tt+1
(kl)(kl) − S(kl)(kl) = b(k, l)Tkl + c(k, l)Tkk + c(l, k)Tll − (b(k, l)Skl + c(k, l)Skk + c(l, k)Sll )

= c(k, l)(Ttkk − Stkk ) + c(l, k)(Ttll − Stll )
= w(c(k, l) + c(l, k))
=w
since c(k, l) + c(l, k) = 1 for group average.
The proofs for Mcquitty and Ward are similar.

Theorem 18 For group average, Mcquitty and Ward methods, Algorithm 4 provides equivalent dendrograms for input similarity matrices S and T = S + wIn , w ∈ R.
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Proof Denote respectively {Λt }t∈T and {∆t }t∈T , the sequences of penalized similarity
matrices obtained using S and T as input similarity matrices. We prove that for all t ∈ T,
the couple of clusters maximizing p(i, j)∆tij is the same as the one maximizing p(i, j)Λtij .
To this end, note that a sufficient condition is p(i, j)(∆tij − Λtij ) = c, ∀t ∈ T, where c is a
constant. For t = 1, we have:
1
1
p(a, b)(∆1ab − Λ1ab ) = p(a, b)(T1ab − (T1aa + T1bb ) − S1ab + (S1aa + S1bb ))
2
2
p(a, b)
=−
((T1aa − S1aa ) + (T1bb − S1bb ))
2
= −p(1, 1)w
| {z }
c

where, by abusing the notation, p(1, 1) denotes p(i, j) whenever |i|= |j|= 1.
For t = 1, it is clear that using either S or T as input matrices, leads to the same merge.
As a consequence, by applying Lemma 16, it is sufficient to prove by induction that:
−

p(i, j)
((Ttii − Stii ) + (Ttjj − Stjj )) = −p(1, 1)w, ∀t ∈ T, ∀i, j ∈ Ct , i 6= j
2

(32)

Concerning the group average and the Mcquitty techniques, for both cases p(i, j) = 1, ∀i, j ∈
2O and thus c = −w. Let assume that at iteration t, the pair of clusters (k, l) is merged.
By applying Lemma 17, we have:
1
1
t+1
t+1
t+1
− ((Tt+1
(kl)(kl) − S(kl)(kl) ) + (Tmm − Smm )) = − 2 (w + w)
2
= −w
In the case of Ward, c = −p(1, 1)w = − w2 . By using Lemma 17 again, we have:
p((kl), m)
t+1
t+1
t
((Tt+1
(kl)(kl) − S(kl)(kl) ) + (Tmm − Smm ))
2
|(kl)||m|
w
w
=−
(
+
)
2(|(kl)|+|m|) |(kl)| |m|
w
=−
2

−

Consequently, for these three schemes, the geometrical representation of the objects
lying in an Hilbert space is still valid when applying Algorithm 4, even though the SNK
matrix S is not positive semi-definite.
For the other schemes, centroid, median and w-median, some preliminary empirical tests
showed that making S positive semi-definite again is not recommended. Indeed, in these
cases, increasing the diagonal provided worst performances in terms of clustering quality.
It appears that such a transformation results in a space distortion to which, these latter
methods are highly sensitive. Therefore, in Algorithm 4, we do not include a step for
diagonal translation by default.
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5.6 Clusters as Connected Components
One important issue in clustering is to determine the number of clusters. To some extent,
Algorithm 4 is able to address this challenge. In order to detail this property, we place
ourselves in the framework of graph theory.
Let G be an undirected graph with O being the set of nodes and S, defined in (28),
being the set of edges. G is connected if for every pair (a, b) ∈ O × O, there is a path joining
both nodes. If G is not connected then O can be separated with respect to its connected
components. These latter subsets form a partition of O. From a clustering viewpoint, the
connected components can be seen as clusters.
One way to determine the connected components of an undirected graph is to use a
disjoint sets data structure which typically: (i) puts nodes in a same set if there is a path
joining each other and (ii) assigns a representative item to each set (see for e.g. (Cormen
et al., 2009, Chapter 21)). In this context, three operations are employed:
• make set(a): creates a set whose only member is a and takes a as its representative.
• find set(a): finds the representative of the set a belongs to.
• union(a,b): unites the two disjoint sets that a and b belong to, removes the two latter
sets and determine a representative for the new set.
We review in Algorithm 5 the pseudo-code that builds a disjoint sets data structure
given a graph G = (O, S) and outputs the connected components.
Algorithm 5: Connected components determination.
Input: G = (O, S)
Output: The connected components
1 for a ∈ O do
2
make set(a)
3 end
4 for (a, b) ∈ S do
5
if find set(a) 6= find set(b) then
6
union(a,b)
7
end
8 end
As an illustration, we provide an example in Figure 3. We represent a graph with seven
nodes and four edges : O = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g} and S = {(a, b), (a, c), (d, e), (e, f )}.
Applying Algorithm 5 to this example, provides the following connected components:
• a : {a, b, c},
• d : {d, e, f }.
In this example, the representative item of a subset is chosen with respect to the lexical
order.
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Figure 3: Illustration of a disconnected graph.

In fact, all AHC Algorithms 1-4 we have introduced so far, rely on a bottom-up fusion
mechanism that reproduces the same operations than in Algorithm 5. The difference is that
instead of scanning all unitary edges (a, b) ∈ S in the for loop in Algorithm 5, AHC procedures go through the consolidated edges between the representative items of the disjoint
sets (the clusters). Moreover, unlike in Algorithm 5, the edges are not picked randomly
in AHC algorithms but they are chosen in the goal of optimizing a criterion which is the
weighted dissimilarity value in the case of D-AHC and the weighted penalized similarity
value in the cases of K-AHC and SNK-AHC.
Furthermore, in Algorithms 1 and 2, the input proximity matrices are dense and the
underlying graphs are thus fully connected. Therefore, these algorithms necessarily produce
single trees as outputs. On the contrary, Algorithm 4 uses a sparse similarity matrix and
in this case, G might not be connected, especially if z << n2 . In such a case, Algorithm
4 outputs a forest and each tree is a connected component which can be considered as a
cluster.
This reasoning is summarized in the following statement.
Proposition 19 Let S be the sparse similarity matrix obtained after the sparsification step
of Algorithm 4 and let S be the set of pairs of objects defined by (28). Let G = (O, S) be the
associated undirected graph. If G is not connected and has κ connected components then
Algorithm 4 stops at iteration n − κ − 1. Moreover, it outputs a forest where each tree is a
connected component.
Accordingly, note that SNK-AHC output is not a complete dendrogram in general.

6. Experiments
In this section we demonstrate the different properties and advantages of SNK-AHC over
D-AHC using different benchmark data sets. We both use artificial and real-world problems
which are freely available at (Franti and et al, 2015) and (Lichman, 2013) respectively.
Firstly, we compare the dendrograms obtained by D-AHC and SNK-AHC. Our first
purpose is to verify that when no sparsification is performed, SNK-AHC is equivalent to DAHC. Secondly, we are interested in assessing the proximity between the dendrograms given
by D-AHC and SNK-AHC. Thirdly, on medium-size real-world data sets, we demonstrate
that Algorithm 4 indeed allows reducing the D-AHC computational costs dramatically.
Finally, for all data sets, we show that sparsifying the similarity matrix can also provide
better clustering results.
We introduce below the different assessment criteria we used in our experiments, before
presenting the benchmarks and the results we obtained.
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6.1 Evaluation Measures
In order to measure the proximity between the dendrograms obtained by Algorithms 1
and 4, we use the cophenetic matrices and correlation coefficient (see for e.g. (Everitt
et al., 2009, Section 4.4.2)). Given a dendrogram D, the derived cophenetic matrix denoted
C(D), is a pairwise matrix of order n where, for each pair of items (a, b) ∈ O × O, we record
the height (D-AHC) or depth value (SNK-AHC) of the node that merges a and b for the
first time. Then, let Ddahc and Dsnkahc be the dendrograms obtained by both techniques.
The cophenetic correlation is the product moment correlation between the vectorized upper
triangular matrices of C(Ddahc ) and C(Dsnkahc ). We take the opposite value of this measure
which is denoted CC. In this case, CC=1 implies that the dendrograms are equivalent.
Next, in order to evaluate the quality of the clustering results we apply an external
validation methodology since we are given the correct partition for all data sets. For each
obtained dendrogram, we cut the forest so as to obtain the correct number of clusters
denoted κ∗ . Note that if κ, the number of clusters found by Algorithm 4, is greater than κ∗
then, we keep the partition with κ clusters. Afterward, we compare the resulting partition
and the ground-truth. The evaluation measure used in this case is the famous adjusted
Rand index (Hubert and Arabie, 1985) which is denoted ARI. In this case as well, the
greater the better, and ARI=1 means that the ground-truth was recovered perfectly.
Regarding scalability, our baselines are the D-AHC computational costs. Therefore,
the memory and running time reductions are reported in comparison to the performances
obtained by D-AHC. Relative storage and processing time decreases are thus examined.
However, note that these points are mainly analyzed in the case of real-world benchmarks.
Indeed, synthetic data sets are small-size and, in these cases it is not worth discussing
computational gains in details.
6.2 Artificial Data
Small-size artificial data sets are used in the goal of illustrating the ability of SNK-AHC to
address challenging clustering tasks.
In all experiments, before computing the inner-product matrix, we centered and scaled
the data matrix with respect to the mean and standard deviation of the variables.
6.2.1 Aggregation Data
The first benchmark is taken from (Gionis et al., 2007). It consists of 788 points in a twodimensional space. The objects and clusters are represented in Figure 4. There are seven
different groups to identify. These clusters have different sizes and shapes. They can be
non-convex and connected as well.
In (Gionis et al., 2007), the authors show the shortcomings of classic D-AHC methods
such as the single linkage, complete linkage, group average and Ward schemes. The k-means
algorithm also fails to recover the seven clusters. In this previous work, Euclidean distances
were used.
In Table 5, we report the performance measures obtained by the different schemes used
in the framework of SNK-AHC. A Gaussian kernel and the nearest neighbors sparsification
operator NNk were applied.
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Figure 4: Aggregation data set.

Regarding the Gaussian kernel, we remind its definition below:
Sab = exp(−γkxa − xb k2 ), ∀a, b ∈ O
We set γ = 1/q, q being the number of descriptive variables. This default setting is used in
popular SVM tools like (Chang and Lin, 2011).
Concerning NNk , the distinct k values were successively set to (the nearest integer of)
{100, 90, 75, 50, 25, 10, 1} percent of n, the total number of items. This results in a sequence
of sparser and sparser SNK matrices. The two opposite cases are the following ones. k = n
corresponds to 100% of the nearest neighbors and in that case, no sparsification is carried
out. Applying SNK-AHC without any sparsification is equivalent to K-AHC or D-AHC.
This situation corresponds to our baseline. By contrast, setting k = round(n/100) refers to
the sparsest similarity matrix that we used.
From Table 5, we observe that:
• For all schemes, when k = 788, CC=1. In other words, the obtained dendrograms
are equivalent to the ones given by D-AHC. These observations empirically confirm
Theorem 8.
• For all methods, a sparse S matrix that was reduced by up to half of its original
memory size, does not alter the quality of SNK-AHC outputs. Therefore, we can
improve the scalability without decreasing the ARI values. In addition, we note that
the CC values are close to 1. It is likely that the dendrograms we obtain in theses
cases are equivalent to the baseline.
• Below fifty percent of nearest neighbors, the performances are not stable and the
ARI behavior depends on the method. For median and w-median, the sparsification
beyond fifty percent, has a negative effect.
• Conversely, among the interesting cases, group average with only one percent of nearest neighbors was able to recover the correct partition with seven classes (ARI=1).
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Figure 5: Compound data set.

With the same sparsification level, Ward dramatically improves over its baseline (dense
S) since the ARI value increases from 0.688 to 0.965.
• For all methods, κ, the number of clusters found by SNK-AHC, equals one except when
k = 8. The latter setting corresponds to the sparsest similarity matrix. Only in this
case, the underlying graph becomes disconnected and all schemes found five clusters.
In Figure 4, the groups that were discovered are the three disconnected clusters (red
triangles, black circles and cyan diamonds) and the two pairs of connected clusters
which are respectively put together.

6.2.2 Compound Data
The second synthetic data set is a composition of several clustering tasks originally proposed
in (Zahn, 1971). It consists of 399 points in a two-dimensional space. The data set is shown
in Figure 5. There are six distinct groups of points that are identified with different symbols
and colors. This task is particularly challenging since the clusters present very different
patterns and are highly non-convex and non-linearly separable.
Similarly to the previous case, we applied a Gaussian kernel using the same default
setting. However, the sparsification method we used here is based on a threshold following
(26). The different θ values were chosen so that a certain level of sparsity is reached.
Precisely, they correspond to the {100, 90, 75, 50, 25, 10, 1}th percentiles of the similarity
values distribution. The 100th percentile does not yield any sparsification. Again, this case
is considered as our baseline. On the contrary, the 1th percentile setting means that 99%
of the similarity values were thresholded to zero. This latter case is the sparsest S matrix
we experimented with.
The results we obtained are given in Table 6 and we can make the following comments:
• Many observations are actually similar to the ones we made for the previous benchmark. Firstly, when no sparsification is applied, we obtain equivalent dendrograms
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Method

Group average

Mcquitty

Centroid

Median

Ward

W-Median

NNk
788
709
591
394
197
79
8
788
709
591
394
197
79
8
788
709
591
394
197
79
8
788
709
591
394
197
79
8
788
709
591
394
197
79
8
788
709
591
394
197
79
8

CC
1.000
1.000
0.999
0.999
0.954
0.758
-0.834
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.998
0.865
0.811
-0.697
1.000
1.000
0.999
0.994
0.938
0.346
-0.818
1.000
1.000
0.998
0.994
0.766
0.450
-0.694
1.000
1.000
0.977
0.998
0.986
0.825
-0.804
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

ARI
0.991
0.991
0.991
0.991
0.742
0.746
1.000
0.706
0.706
0.706
0.706
0.702
0.675
0.760
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.795
0.815
0.804
0.996
0.996
0.996
0.996
0.621
0.415
0.798
0.688
0.688
0.688
0.688
0.679
0.562
0.965
0.780
0.780
0.780
0.780
0.690
0.664
0.590

κ
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
5

Table 5: Results for Aggregation data set using a Gaussian kernel.
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Method

Group average

Mcquitty

Centroid

Median

Ward

W-Median

θ
0.010
0.143
0.245
0.463
0.819
0.948
0.996
0.010
0.143
0.245
0.463
0.819
0.948
0.996
0.010
0.143
0.245
0.463
0.819
0.948
0.996
0.010
0.143
0.245
0.463
0.819
0.948
0.996
0.010
0.143
0.245
0.463
0.819
0.948
0.996
0.010
0.143
0.245
0.463
0.819
0.948
0.996

CC
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.999
0.947
-0.766
-0.741
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.998
0.908
-0.697
-0.718
1.000
1.000
0.999
0.999
0.836
-0.800
-0.753
1.000
0.981
0.987
0.997
0.746
-0.699
-0.733
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.986
-0.744
-0.628
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

ARI
0.811
0.811
0.811
0.811
0.802
0.818
0.906
0.776
0.776
0.776
0.776
0.793
0.808
0.906
0.812
0.812
0.812
0.812
0.785
0.747
0.906
0.764
0.764
0.764
0.764
0.374
0.746
0.906
0.501
0.501
0.501
0.501
0.615
0.440
0.906
0.547
0.547
0.547
0.547
0.547
0.561
0.906

κ
1
1
1
1
1
3
99
1
1
1
1
1
3
99
1
1
1
1
1
3
99
1
1
1
1
1
3
99
1
1
1
1
1
3
99
1
1
1
1
1
3
99

Table 6: Results for Compound data set using a Gaussian kernel.

between D-AHC and SNK-AHC. Secondly, an S matrix that was reduced by half of
its original size, provides the same clustering quality than the dense S matrix. This
is true for all techniques. As a consequence, it is possible to divide the computational
costs by 2 without degrading the ARI values. Still, when 75% and 90% of similarity
values are discarded, we do not obtain consistent improvements. Depending on the
scheme, these particular thresholding levels do not always produce better ARI values.
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Figure 6: Compound data set results (clusters with size ≤ 3 are all represented by star
symbols).

• Considering good performances, we underline the results obtained by the sparsest
similarity matrix which only contains the 1% highest similarity values. The ARI
value we obtain in this setting reaches 0.906 for all techniques which represents the
best overall performance. All methods provided the same partition with 99 clusters.
We provide in Figure 6 an illustration of the SNK-AHC outputs. For clarity reasons,
we use the same star symbol to represent elements of clusters whose size is lower or
equal to three. Note that among the 99 clusters, there are 89 singletons, 3 clusters of
size two and 2 clusters of size three. We consider these groups as noise. Consequently,
there are 5 “real” clusters that SNK-AHC was able to discover as depicted in Figure
6. Although the high ARI score of 0.906 is partly due to the fact that the SNK-AHC
output is a partition with a number of clusters much larger than the ground-truth
(κ = 99 versus κ∗ = 6), it is important to precise that this result is a perfect subpartition of the correct result.
• Finally, we emphasize the fact that SNK-AHC with the sparsest similarity matrix
allows us to improve AHC from many viewpoints. Firstly, as we exposed previously,
this case gives the best ARI scores and thus shows improvements in comparison with
the baselines. The greatest refinement is again observed for the Ward technique whose
ARI value increases from 0.501 to 0.906. Secondly, the computational costs of AHC
are largely diminished. Last but not least, SNK-AHC was able to detect the core of
five correct clusters which have diverse shapes and which were successfully separated
from very small groups considered as noise.
6.3 Real-world Data
After having exemplified interesting properties of SNK-AHC on synthetic data sets, we
address real-world clustering problems.
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In this case, in addition to clustering quality, we discuss in more details the gains that
SNK-AHC allow us to achieve in terms of scalability.
Likewise the previous set of experiments, the data matrix was centered and scaled before
determining the inner-product matrices.
6.3.1 The Landsat Data Set
The first collection is called the landsat data set13 which consists of 6,435 items. Each data
unit corresponds to a set of 9 contiguous pixels disposed in a 3×3 patch. Each pixel is represented by its four spectral band values which are integer from 0 to 255. Consequently, the
objects are described in a vectorial space of 36 dimensions. The task consists in recognizing
the nature of an item among six different classes which are: red soil, cotton crop, grey soil,
damp grey soil, soil with vegetation stubble, very damp grey soil.
Preliminary experimental results showed that the sparsification based on nearest neighbors provided better clustering results in comparison with the threshold based method.
The Gaussian kernel also led to better performances as compared to the linear kernel.
Consequently, we report the scores we obtained with these two best performing settings.
Concerning NNk , the sequence of k values used in (27) was set to (the nearest integer of)
{100, 90, 75, 50, 25, 10} percent of n. As previously, these percentages give an estimation of
the density of the S matrix.
The results we obtained are depicted in Figure 7. Several assessment measures are
plotted. ARI and CC curves are represented by dotted lines with triangles and circles
respectively. Moreover, the relative memory use and relative running time with respect to
the computational costs of the baseline (dense S) are represented. They correspond to solid
lines with plus signs and dashed lines with cross signs respectively.
Below are the interesting outcomes we report from this set of experiments:
• On the scalability side, we verify that the sparser the SNK matrix, the lower the
memory cost and the processing time since the curves of relative measurements of the
two latter criteria clearly decrease. If z is the number of non-null entries in S then the
relative time reduction is linear with respect to this latter variable. In other words, if
we reduce S to 10% of its original memory size then the running time of SNK-AHC
will also be reduced to 10% of its initial processing time. This result empirically
illustrates Proposition 15.
• On the quality side, we can make the following comments. Firstly, if k ≥ round(n/2),
the ARI values are not impacted very much whatever the AHC scheme. Likewise the
previous benchmarks, we can save nearly half of the initial memory usage and running
time without hurting the clustering quality. On the contrary, for the median and wmedian approaches, the ARI values are even better. However, when k < round(n/2),
the clustering quality is not stable in general. Nevertheless, in the particular cases of
group average and Mcquitty, the sparsest similarity matrix given by k = round(n/10)
provides the best performances for these techniques. The greatest gain concerns the
group average scheme with an ARI score that is more than doubled since it jumped
from 0.321 to 0.688.
13. https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Statlog+(Landsat+Satellite)
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Figure 7: Results for the landsat data set using a Gaussian kernel. The x-axis corresponds
to the % of removed neighbors. The y-axis corresponds to the observed values
which all belong to [0, 1]. Solid lines with plus signs represent the relative memory
use, dashed lines with cross signs show the relative running time, dotted lines with
circles indicates the CC values, dotted lines with triangles give the ARI values.

• Regarding the new method w-median, it is worth mentioning that it plainly dominates the median scheme. It appears that the non-uniform weight we add to the
median technique not only allows obtaining monotonic dendrograms, but it also enables boosting the clustering quality scores.
Note that all similarity graphs are connected even in the case of the sparsest similarity
matrix. Thereby, whatever the setting, SNK-AHC always gave a single tree.
6.3.2 The Pendigits Data Set
The second collection we used, is called the pendigits data set14 . This benchmark consists of
handwritten digits that were collected from 44 different writers. Each one of them provided
around 250 samples so that the entire collection is composed of 10,992 observations. Each
sample is described by 16 numerical features. The 10 digits have equal frequency. Obviously,
the task is to recognize groups of elements that correspond to the same digits.
In this case, we report the results we obtained with a linear kernel since they provided
similar outcomes than a Gaussian kernel. However, the nearest neighbor sparsification
outperformed the one relying on a threshold. Therefore, we report in Figure 8 the scores
obtained with this former sparsification technique. We use the same sequence of neighborhood selection as before.
The results we obtain for this benchmark are pretty similar to the landsat case:
14. https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Pen-Based+Recognition+of+Handwritten+Digits
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Figure 8: Results for the pendigits data set using a linear kernel. The x-axis corresponds to
the % of removed neighbors. The y-axis corresponds to the observed values which
all belong to [0, 1]. Solid lines with plus signs represent the relative memory use,
dashed lines with cross signs show the relative running time, dotted lines with
circles indicate the CC values, dotted lines with triangles give the ARI values.

• For all schemes the ARI curves are stable up to 75% of removed neighbors. In regard to scalability, this means that, for any technique, we can save up to ∼70% of
memory usage and processing time without degrading the performances. Beyond 75%
of removed neighbors, the clustering quality evolution depends on the method. For
centroid and median it decreases whereas for the other approaches the ARI curves
have a positive slope.
• For group average, Mcquitty and Ward, their respective best ARI scores are achieved
with the sparsest S matrix. Precisely, if we keep only 10% of the nearest neighbors
then, the ARI values observed for these techniques clearly outperform their respective
baseline. Overall, the best gain and best ARI score is achieved by the group average
with a clustering quality going from 0.495 to 0.765 which represents a 54% increase.
• For this data set as well, w-median is superior to median. Moreover, the ARI values we
observe for the new method is pretty stable with respect to the level of sparsification.
Similarly to the landsat case, the similarity graph remained connected even with the
strongest sparsification we applied.

7. Related Work and Discussion
Our approach is meant to be generic, scalable and effective with respect to challenging
clustering tasks where objects belong to non-linear manifolds. Different types of previous
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research works are relevant to our framework.
In order to face the inherent scalability issues of hierarchical clustering, several algorithms were introduced in the data mining community. BIRCH (Zhang et al., 1996) and
CURE (Guha et al., 1998) are famous examples in that respect. These approaches use
random sampling and/or a pre-clustering stage in order to reduce the number of elements
to convey to the hierarchical clustering. These methods rely on a vectorial representation
of the objects and use classic distances between points.
Carrying out an AHC approach on a sparse graph in the goal of speeding up the hierarchy
construction was also studied in (Franti et al., 2006). In this work as well, objects are points
in a vectorial space and weighted squared Euclidean distances serve as dissimilarity values.
The authors use a directed k nearest neighbors graph. After each merge, the list of the k
closest points to each centroid is approximately updated.
These research works provide efficient algorithms. However, they are not generic models of hierarchical clustering. In particular, they assume a feature based description of the
items (stored data approach) and in this vectorial representation, the dissimilarities are all
related to squared Euclidean distances. In our case, SNK-AHC relies on a generic model
that allows designing different kinds of proximity relationships between clusters.
From this standpoint, our approach is in line with the works that were developed during
the 1960’s in the fields of statistics and data analysis. Overviews of these works can be found
in (Gordon, 1987; Everitt et al., 2009; Mirkin, 1996; Murtagh and Contreras, 2012). The LW
equation plays a core role in this landscape since it formally represents an infinite family
of hierarchical clustering techniques. Furthermore, it makes it possible to algebraically
study and define particular sub-families which satisfy different appealing conditions. The
guarantee to output a monotonic dendrogram is an example of such conditions. In more
general terms, these properties are named admissibility conditions (see for e.g. (Fisher and
Van Ness, 1971; Chen and Van Ness, 1994, 1996; Mirkin, 1996)). More recently, Ackerman
and Ben-David (2016) introduced other types of properties that characterize a class of
linkage-based hierarchical clusterings.
In this context, several research papers have also addressed the scalability problems of
D-AHC. We can highlight two research lines in that regard. The first one is essentially a
matter of implementation and concerns the whole family of LW clusterings. In fact, by
leveraging advanced data structure it is possible to speed-up D-AHC (Anderberg, 1973;
Day and Edelsbrunner, 1984). By employing priority queues to efficiently store the nearest
neighbors, the running time of the minimum search can be reduced. Maintaining the priority
queues can also be done in an efficient fashion and overall, the time complexity of D-AHC
can be reduced from cubic to a best-case O(n2 ) cost (Day and Edelsbrunner, 1984; Müllner
et al., 2013).
In contrast to the previous research avenue, the second research line only involves a subfamily of AHC schemes. It is based on a property called reducibility which was stated by
Bruynooghe (1978), and the resulting algorithm is usually named nearest neighbor chains.
The reducibility condition is not satisfied by centroid and median for which the latter
algorithm is not equivalent to D-AHC. For the other methods, it is an exact procedure
that has a worst-case O(n2 ) time complexity instead of cubic. The nearest neighbor chains
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procedure has been studied and implemented by several authors (de Rham, 1980; Juan,
1982; Benzécri, 1982; Murtagh, 1984; Müllner et al., 2013). More recently, Nguyen et al.
(2014) has proposed a memory-efficient online hierarchical clustering called SparseHC which
also relies on the reducibility property. However, only single, complete and group average
linkages are considered.
These latter research works only focus on the computational efficiency of the usual DAHC framework. SNK-AHC is able to effectively tackle a more general class of clustering
problems.
Complex data such as texts, graphs, images and so on, do not necessarily lie on linear
sub-spaces but rather on manifolds. Euclidean distances in the given descriptive space may
fail to determine non-convex and arbitrary shapes. In order to better capture the underlying
geometry of the data, other different approaches have been proposed in the literature.
In the context of non-parametric hierarchical clustering, one first group of papers, adopts
a graph point of view of the clustering task. In particular, the nearest neighbors graph
derived from the pairwise proximity values allows a better approximation of the natural
geometries of groups of points. It is well-known that the single linkage leads to a chaining
effect that is quite effective for arbitrary shapes detection as compared to other schemes.
Gower and Ross (1969) pointed out the strong link between single linkage and the minimum
spanning tree (MST) problem. Then Zahn (1971) analyzed more in details the application
of the MST algorithm to the detection of groups that are non-convex and non-linearly
separable. In this context, edge removal appears to be an effective mean to allow the MST
to capture a large spectrum of shapes.
Other approaches use non-parametric proximity measures that rely on mutual nearest
neighbors and rank-based linkages in order to recover arbitrary clusters shapes (Jarvis and
Patrick, 1973; Gowda and Krishna, 1978). More recently, Balcan et al. (2014) uses common
nearest neighbors and defines a two-step hierarchical clustering that is robust to outliers
and which has interesting properties under some good neighborhood conditions.
Another related work in this context is the CHAMELEON algorithm introduced in
(Karypis et al., 1999). It also proceeds in two stages and uses k nearest neighbors graphs.
CHAMELEON presents another common point with SNK-AHC since it emphasizes the
contrast between inter and intra connectivities of clusters. This so-called dynamic modeling
is similar in spirit to our penalized similarities. However, the authors do not propose a
generic model unlike our parametric recurrence equations (12a) and (12b).
Yet another research direction for manifold learning is through the use of kernel functions that map the data points from the original description space to a higher dimensional
Hilbert space, called the feature space (see for e.g. (Lee and Verleysen, 2007)). It is expected that in the new space, the clusters are easier to detect. To our knowledge, only
a few papers have extended D-AHC to kernels (Qin et al., 2003; Endo et al., 2004). In
contrast to our model, these papers do not consider the scalability issues. Our previous
work (Ah-Pine and Wang, 2016) also studies an inner-product based formulation of the LW
equation. In addition, sparse kernel matrices are also employed. Nonetheless, this latter
model is different from the framework we present in this paper. In particular, the concept
of weighted penalized similarities and the theoretical results we provide are not examined
in the framework introduced in (Ah-Pine and Wang, 2016).
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Lastly, it is worth emphasizing the relationships between SNK-AHC and spectral clustering (Shi and Malik, 2000; Ng et al., 2001; Von Luxburg, 2007). In the latter family of
techniques, kernel functions are employed to construct a similarity graph between objects.
Then a sparsification method is applied and the Laplacian of the resulting graph is determined. Theoretical results from spectral graph theory (see for e.g. (Van Mieghem, 2010))
show the links between the eigen-decomposition of the Laplacian and the connected components of the graph. Spectral clustering is a two step procedure which performs a spectral
embedding of the objects and subsequently applies a flat clustering method in the new
space. The k-means algorithm is usually used in the second step. In this context, roughly
speaking, we believe that SNK-AHC is to the classic D-AHC what spectral clustering is to
the usual k-means: a significant extension of a conventional clustering method (a sub-family
of LW clusterings in our case) which can recover groups of points with non-spherical shapes
and which provide an interesting mean to guess the number of clusters. Besides, our approach has all the advantages that hierarchical clustering has over partitional clustering. In
addition, since SNK-AHC is much more scalable than D-AHC, it does not have the major
drawbacks of hierarchical clustering methods.

8. Conclusion and Future Work
We have introduced K-AHC a generic AHC model which relies on inner-products instead
of squared Euclidean distances. Our approach is based on two recurrence formulas which
embeds a sub-family of LW clustering techniques. In order to make our model efficient
and effective for challenging clustering tasks, we apply K-AHC on a sparsified normalized
kernel matrix. In that perspective, the two recurrence formulas highlight aggregation of
inter-similarities on the one hand and of intra-similarities on the other hand. Our work can
be viewed as a dynamic modeling of weighted penalized similarities of clusters. Moreover,
by constraining the bottom-up merging procedure to only fuse pairs of clusters whose intersimilarity value is non-null, our method, SNK-AHC, not only is more scalable than the
usual D-AHC, but it is also able to boost the clustering quality and to detect the number
of clusters.
However, the performances that SNK-AHC can reach, depend on the way the similarity
matrix is sparsified. Note that this is also the case for any method that relies on sparse
similarity graphs such as spectral clustering. Therefore, one important future line of research
is the study and design of more advanced sparsification techniques. From a clustering
quality standpoint, the setting of the sparsification method is an important question to
address in practice since it determines the connected components of the SNK matrix and
thus the number of clusters our approach will recover. In order to investigate this problem
from a theoretical point of view, the cluster tree framework introduced in (Chaudhuri and
Dasgupta, 2010) and (Balakrishnan et al., 2013) could be of interest. Regarding the overall
complexity of Algorithm 4, techniques that make it possible to exactly or approximately
determine nearest neighbors graphs in an efficient manner are important to look at. Indeed,
even though the dendrogram building procedure performed by SNK-AHC can be carried
out efficiently, the basic computational cost for determining the k nearest neighbors graph
remains quadratic and can be a bottleneck in practice.
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Still, it is interesting to mention, that, as far as the tree building procedure is concerned,
there are already pretty immediate ways to further improve the scalability of our approach.
As underlined in the previous section, two directions could be considered. Firstly, we can
enhance the complexity of SNK-AHC by using priority queues. Secondly, we can use the
nearest neighbor chains approach. In that regard, note that the best performances we
observed in our experiments concern schemes that satisfy the reducibility condition.
Finally, our model is generic but we have demonstrated that not all parameters settings
are worth considering. From this standpoint, it is interesting to examine how other admissibility conditions are expressed in our framework. In that perspective, a new property
which is peculiar to our work is the diagonal translation invariance. We proved that group
average, Mcquitty and Ward satisfy this condition. These techniques are among the most
effective ones from the experimental results we reported. Accordingly, a characterization of
this sub-family of clustering techniques would be beneficial.
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